Braydee Euliss

**WORN** is a jewelry line launched in 2014 by artist Braydee Euliss. Her sculpture background informs both design and production processes. The collection draws inspiration from organic, raw, and industrial materials. Found or salvaged components are frequently incorporated in her pieces, rendering each a one-of-a-kind or limited edition design. Her commitment to quality and wearability ensures that each piece is completed by the artist in her Indiana studio.

---

**Jewelry Care**

When possible, avoid contact with water, lotions, perfumes, and other liquids. Protect jewelry from harsh contact with hard or abrasive surfaces, extreme temperatures, and excessive sunlight. Oxidized sterling silver chains and steel components will gradually brighten with wear. Other raw metals (brass, copper, silver) naturally oxidize or tarnish overtime when exposed to body oils, oxygen, or moisture, and are used specifically for that reason. However, to keep these components looking new, store jewelry in an anti-tarnish bag and gently polish with a polishing cloth as desired (both provided when necessary).

Wood, bone, horn, teeth, sea urchin spine, etc. are natural materials. Due to their origins, these components will vary slightly in color, size, and shape. They are often more susceptible to unintentional damage.